Quantum Mechanics and NDEs confirms that medical-scientific evolution of the scriptural-spiritual particle-wave resurrection of the Savior to life eternal. (July 6, 2021)

July 3, 2021

Listening to NDEs gives a very good understanding of Quantum Mechanics as well.

Initially it was very difficult for me to comprehend Quantum Mechanics in practical sense of it, but after listening to NDEs now I have a holistic understanding of Quantum Mechanics. Though theory of Quantum Mechanics is still very confusing but NDEs makes it relatable.

So I would suggest all, do watch these NDE videos they give a very poetic and beautiful explanation about our reality and the world beyond.

shruti

July 5, 2021

I felt an eternal joy while watching this video.

The TRUTH for which we all long is so simple, and that's the main problem. Human beings expect THE ULTIMATE reality to be something very complex and mysterious, that's why we find it hard to see what is "so much obvious".

The God about which NDEs talks is so different from The God about which we were taught by our gurus and pandits. The Vedas and Gitas makes it all so difficult because even they were operating from a complex mind setup.

I am saying this based on my personal experience. When I started my spiritual journey all Gita's and Veda's explanations about God use to be so confusing and irritating. But the explanation which is given by NDEs is so soothing and easy to comprehend. Now I can very easily relate with "I am THAT" which otherwise use to be most frustrating.

Now I am looking forward to great spiritual awakening which is eagerly unfolding for all.

Shruti

July 6, 2021

NOTE: “This bread is my flesh, which I will give [up] for the life of the world.”

The crucifixion was a deliberate act willingly and fearlessly undertaken by Jesus as evidence that the promised Resurrection in the future Age to Come will bestow life eternal on all who hear Him again. Christians, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs and others have no idea of the immense
damage their religious indoctrination have done to the greatest incarnation who walked on Earth and lives in the Universe. All who have ears that hear and take part in the Resurrection today will meet the Savior tomorrow and continue living with Him for all eternity. Quantum Mechanics and NDEs confirms that medical-scientific evolution of the scriptural-spiritual particle-wave resurrection of the Savior to life eternal.
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